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ABSTRACT

of the retrieval process benefit from more sophisticated representations of documents and queries [11, 3], in particular
In Information Retrieval (IR), whether implicitly or explicthose providing for more powerful geometric manipulations
itly, queries and documents are often represented as vectors.
of IR components.
However, it may be more beneficial to consider documents
The representation of documents and queries in IR should
and/or queries as multidimensional objects. Our belief is
evolve
so the user interaction can be incorporated in a natthis would allow building “truly” interactive IR systems, i.e.,
ural and principled way in the IR process [10]. Our claim
where interaction is fully incorporated in the IR framework.
is that representing documents and queries as multidimenThe probabilistic formalism of quantum physics represents
sional objects (e.g. subspaces in a vector space) allows for
events and densities as multidimensional objects. This panot only a novel but also a more powerful way to tackle
per presents our first step towards building an interactive
this challenge. This representation is particularly interestIR framework upon this formalism, by stating how the first
ing from a theoretical point of view because it is possible
interaction of the retrieval process, when the user types a
to use a principled interpretation of the probabilities associquery, can be formalised.
ated with such multidimensional objects, which comes from
quantum physics [10] – the so-called “quantum probabilities”
Categories and Subject Descriptors
framework. This representation is also interesting from an
intuitive point of view because it relies on a geometric repreH.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
sentation of documents and queries in a vector space, which
Search and Retrieval
has proved successful in IR [2]. This representation reveals
also a strong connection between orthogonality (in the vecGeneral Terms
tor space) and non-relevance, which has been successfully
Theory
used to represent term negation in queries [12].
In [8], a framework for interactive IR that relies on such
Keywords
a multidimensional representation of documents and queries
was proposed. In this framework, the user’s information
Model, Quantum Theory
need (IN) is represented by a set of weighted vectors that
evolve with the user’s interaction. A probability of relevance
1. INTRODUCTION
of a document (for that IN) is computed with respect to
Most information retrieval (IR) models, including probathis set. Although the components of our framework were
bilistic and vector ones, use the same underlying one-dimensional described, they remained abstract. In particular, no exrepresentation of documents and queries, i.e., as vectors deplicit document and query representations were proposed.
fined in a vector space, typically a term space. However,
The next step is to operationalise the framework, which is
this representation has some limits when dealing with more
the focus of this paper. We show how document and query
1
complex IR aspects like interaction, diversity and novelty .
representations are computed to then allow estimating the
Indeed, recent research showed that these complex aspects
probability of relevance of the document to a given IN.
With respect to related work, multidimensional represen1
In our research, we are particularly interested in these astations,
respectively, of queries were used in [11] to model
pects of the IR process.
negative user feedback, and of documents were investigated
in [3] in an ad hoc setting. Our work encompasses those
since it provides a principled and probabilistic way to work
with multidimensional objects. Finally, two lines of research
explored, respectively, a subspace representation of docuPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
ments [5] and of a user’s IN [5]. In our work, we go furnot made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
ther and show that both documents and INs can be reprebear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
sented as multidimensional objects, and propose a principled
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
methodology to construct these representations.
permission and/or a fee.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We first briefly
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ity theorem (across all possible pure INs)6 :
“ ”
X
X
b
b
Pr (S) =
pi Pr (S|ϕi ) =
pi ϕ>
i Sϕi = tr ρS (1)

introduce our framework and describe how the probability
of relevance is computed within the quantum probability
framework (Section 2). Next we show how we construct the
query and document representations, and introduce several
parameters for these representations (Sections 3 and 4). Experimental results (along with more experimental parameters) are reported in the full version of this paper [6].

2.

i

i

P
where tr is the trace operator [10, p. 83] and ρ = i pi ϕi ϕ>
i
7
is called a density operator and corresponds to a (probabilistic) mixtur e of the pure INs ϕi . In general, any operator ρ characterised by the fact that it is both positive-semidefinite8 and of trace 1 defines a probability distribution“over
”
the subspaces, i.e. it is possible to interpret Pr (S) = tr ρSb

A QUANTUM-INSPIRED VIEW FOR IR

Our IR framework is built upon [8], which is based on
quantum probabilities and where we assume that there exists a vector space of pure 2 information needs (INs), where
each vector corresponds to an IN that completely characterises a possible user’s IN – by analogy with quantum physics
where a vector completly characterises a physical system.
Knowing a user’s pure IN would determine which documents
the IR system should return to that user. From a geometric
perspective, a pure IN is answered by a document with a
probability that depends on the length of the projection of
the pure IN vector onto the document subspace. Because of
the uncertainty attached to the IR search process, we suppose that the information being searched by a user can be
represented by a set of such pure INs, one for each possible
pure IN that composes a user’s IN.
To compute a probability of relevance of a document to a
user’s IN, we make use of the generalisation of probabilities
developed in quantum physics, which is strongly connected
to the geometry of the space used to represent events and
densities. A probabilistic event is represented as a subspace
(denoted S) in a Hilbert space3 . Let us assume that S is
the event “the document is relevant”. A probability can first
be defined for a pure IN, represented as a unit vector ϕ,
by computing the length of the projection of the vector
‚ ‚ϕ2
‚b ‚
onto the subspace S, that is by computing the value ‚Sϕ
‚
b
where S is the projector onto the subspace S. This value is
the probability that the document is relevant with respect
to the pure IN4 .
When a user starts interacting with an IR system by, for
instance, typing a query5 , we first compute (see Section 3)
an initial set of weighted pure IN vectors, where each weight
is the probability that the pure IN corresponds to the actual
user’s IN. This captures the uncertainty typical to IR where
firstly, the representation is only an approximation of the
user’s IN, and, secondly, the query may be ambiguous. The
goal of an IR system is to reduce this undeterminism through
interaction.
More formally, we assume that each pure IN vector ϕi is
associated with a probability pi (the weight). We define the
probability of the event S by using the usual total probabil2
The concept of “pure” IN is new and central to our framework. In this paper, we use “pure IN” to distinguish it from
“IN”, where the latter refers to information need in its usual
sense in IR, e.g., see [4].
3
Hilbert spaces (roughly, vector spaces with complex
scalars) are a central mathematical concept in quantum
physics. ‚ ‚
‚ b ‚2
4
We have ‚Sϕ
‚ ∈ [0, 1] since kϕk = 1.

as a probability [10].
For each document d, we compute a projector Sbd (Section 3) and, for a query q, the IN density ρ is approximated
by ρq (Section 4). Using the projector Sbd and the density ρq ,
the probability that“ a document
d is relevant to the query q
”
is then given by tr ρq Sbd .
In our work, we assume that the vector space of pure INs
is the term space, where each dimension corresponds to a
term. A pure IN is hence described by a series of weighted
terms. A (simplified) example is shown in Figure 1, where
the pure IN “pop music” (one unit vector) is represented
by the terms “music”, “chart” and “hit” of the term space.
We show now how document and query representations are
computed in this term space.

3.

CREATING THE DOCUMENT SUBSPACE

It is reasonable to
assume that a typical
document answers various (pure) INs, since it
IN: Pop Music
is likely to contain anTerm: Music
swers (be relevant) to
several queries. Moreover, [9] have shown
Term: Chart
in the context of XML
retrieval, that answers
Figure 1: A pure IN in a term
to topics (statements of
space
INs) usually correspond
to document fragments
and not full documents. Building on this, we assume that
for each document there is a mapping between its (possibly
overlapping and non-contiguous) fragments and a set of pure
INs.
A document is thus associated with a set Ud of vectors
in the IN space. We hypothesise that a document is fully
relevant to a pure IN if the latter can be written as a linear
combination of the vectors of Ud , that is, if it is contained
in the subspace Sd defined as the span of the vectors in Ud .
The document will be partially relevant to a pure IN with
a probability that depends on the length of the projection
of the pure IN vector onto the subspace Sd . The subspace
Sd can be interpreted as a geometric representation of the
event “the document is relevant”. This construction process
was validated in a document filtering task [7].
Term: Hit

4.
6

CREATING THE QUERY DENSITY

As in quantum physics, we assume different ϕi correspond
to different systems and are thus mutually exclusive.
7
We will omit the term “operator” in the remaining of the
paper.
8
This means v > ρv ≥ 0 for any vector v.

5
Queries are what (usually) users provide to an IR system,
as means to express their INs [4].
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the principle of superposition, where the description of a
system state can be superposed to describe a new system
state.
In our case, the system state corresponds to the user’s
pure IN, and we use the superposition principle to build
new pure INs from existing ones, as illustrated with the example shown in Figure 2. Let ϕp , ϕc/uk and ϕc/usa be three
vectors in a three-dimensional IN space that, respectively,
represent the INs “I want a pizza”, “I want it to be delivered
in Cambridge (UK)” and “I want it to be delivered in Cambridge (USA)”. The pure IN vector “Pizza delivered in Cambridge (UK)” would be represented by a (normalised) linear
combination (or superposition) of ϕp and ϕc/uk , as depicted
in Figure 2(a). We can similarly build the IN for Cambridge
(USA). To represent the ambiguous query “pizza delivery in
Cambridge” where we do not know whether Cambridge is in
the USA or the UK, and assuming there is no other source
of ambiguity, we would use a mixture of the two possible superposed INs, as depicted by the two vectors of the mixture
in Figure 2(b), which brings us to another variant of query
construction, the mixture of superpositions.
Query construction (mixture of superpositions).
To compute the probability of relevance, for each term t
of the query, we randomly select a vector from the set Ut .
We then superpose (i.e., compute a linear combination) the
selected vectors (one for each term), where the weight in
√
the linear combination is wt (see below for why we use a
square root). From this vector, we compute the probability
of the document to be relevant to this IN made from the
superposition of IN vectors (one per query term). With
respect to our example, the set Upizza would be just one
vector (“I want a pizza to be delivered”), and UCambridge
would contain two vectors (one for UK, one for USA).
As with the simple mixture approach, the above process
can be repeated for all the possible selections of vectors and
the corresponding query density is:

We now focus on the primary contribution of the paper,
namely, the construction of the IN density ρq for a given
query q.
As a query in its simplest form consists of a set of terms,
we are first interested in building the query representation
for a query composed of a single term, t. We described how
a document is represented as a set of pure IN vectors corresponding to different fragments of the document. We extend
this idea, and suppose that a query term t can be represented
as the set Ut of pure IN vectors that correspond to document
fragments containing the term t. That is, we use the immediate surroundings of the term occurrences in the documents
of the collection being searched to build that term representation. This is similar to pseudo-relevance feedback using passages from retrieved documents containing the query
terms [1]. The difference is that we use all the passages to
build the query representation as we want to consider all
possible pure INs associated with the term t.
As we have a priori no way to distinguish between the
different vectors in Ut , we assume that each vector is equally
likely to be a pure IN composing the user’s actual IN. Hence,
a document is relevant to the user’s IN if it is relevant to
any of the vectors of Ut , where the vectors are drawn with
a uniform probability. The corresponding density is then
written as:
1 X
ϕϕ>
(2)
ρt =
Nt ϕ∈U
t

where Nt is the number of vectors associated with term t
(the cardinality of Ut ). This definition of ρt has all the required properties of a density (see Section 2). In practice,
this representation of a single-term query t means that, the
more vectors ϕ from Ut lie in the document subspace, the
higher the relevance of the document to the query. This
query representation hence favours documents containing
different “aspects” of the IN, each of them as represented
by one of the pure INs in Ut associated with a query term t.
We discuss next the representation of a query composed of
several terms.
Query construction (mixture). The above query representation (Equation 2) can be generalised to a query composed of several terms. We assume that a relevant document should equally answer all pure INs associated with
each query term. To compute the probability of relevance of
a document d, we first select a term from the query (with a
probability wt ), and then one of the vectors in Ut . With this
vector, we compute the probability of document d to be relevant to this pure IN. We repeat the process and average over
all the possible combinations. This defines the probability
of relevance of document d given the query. Formally, this
corresponds to a density defined as a mixture of all the pure
IN vectors associated with the query terms. This density is
built from the individual query term densities ρt (Equation
2):
X
X X wt
ϕϕ> =
wt ρt
(3)
ρ(m)
=
q
Nt
t∈q
t∈q ϕ∈U

ρ(ms)
=
q

1
Zq

X
ϕ1 ∈Ut1

···

X
ϕn ∈Utn

n r
X
wt

i

i=1

Nti

!
ϕi

n r
X
wt

i

i=1

Nti

!>
ϕi

(4)
where Zq is a normalisation coefficient, and ti (i = 1 . . . n)
are the n query terms. We use Nt to ensure that each term
contribution is equally important, and square roots because
both Nt and wt appear
two times in the above formula. In
P qw
theory the vector i Ntti ϕi should be normalised but to
i

obtain a computable formula we did not do so 9 .
Note that for one-term queries, the two described query
constructions (mixture and mixture of superpositions) give
the same result. Another important point from a computational perspective is that in both cases, the query can be
estimated from single term densities (not demonstrated for
Equation 4). We hence pre-compute the densities ρt for
(m)
each term t, and use them at query time to compute ρq
(ms)
and ρq .

t

5.

We present a second query construction process, inspired
from IR and quantum theory. In vectorial IR, a query is represented by a vector that corresponds to a linear combination of the vectors associated with the query terms. In quantum theory, a normalised linear combination corresponds to

9

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The effect will be to give higher importance to superpositions of vectors ϕi who are similar, i.e., whose cosine is
closer to 1.
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Cambridge (USA)

Pizza
Pizza
Cambridge (UK)
Cambridge (UK)

(b) A mixture of two INs

(a) A superposition of two INs

Figure 2: Combining INs

In this paper, we presented a methodology to build multidimensional representations of documents and queries. These
representations are inspired from the geometric/probabilistic
framework of quantum physics. The latter allows us to compute probabilities of relevance based on a more complex
representations of documents than a simple bag of words,
namely, a multidimensional one based on document fragments. We believe that such a multidimensional representation is key to a successful framework for exploiting user’s
interaction [10].
In the full version of this paper [6], we performed experiments to explore various parameters influencing the effectiveness of our representations. Our findings show that sentences are the best fragments, and that different weighting
schemes for vectors perform similarly. With respect to the
query representation, we show that queries whose terms define a concept and those whose terms are more independent are better handled by two different methods, respectively, the mixture of superpositions and the (simple) mixture. This suggests that we can gain further improvements if
both strategies are applied together in an adaptive manner.
This is part of our future work.
As our representation of queries and documents aims at
tackling interactive IR, this works validates our framework
for the most common first interaction step between a user
and an IR system – a user typing a query. Exploiting further interaction steps (for example viewing or saving a document), is also part of our future work.
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